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Measurement of the Lifetimes of the First Excited States of 

Na, K, Rb, and Cs by Means of the Phase Shift Method 

John K. Link 

Inorganic Mat,erials Research Division, 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory and 

Department of Chemistry, University of California, 
· Berkeley, California 

;: 

··.·. 

The lifetimes of the first excited states of the elements Na, K, Rb, · 

and Cs were measured using the phase shift method described by Brewer· 

et al:l· The data w.ere taken over a wide range of vapor densities to 

allow the effects of radiation entrapment ~nd of scattered exciting light 

to be taken into account. 2 The following values were obtained: . Na 3p .. P 

16.1 ± ·3nsec, K 4p2
P 27.8 .± .5 nsec, Rb 5p2P

3
/ 2 27.0 ± ·5 nsec, and: 

2 . 
. Cs 6p P

3
/ 2 30.5 ± '•.7: 11seq. 
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INTRODUCTION 

'-~e· main advantage of the direct determination of the lifetime of 

an excited electronic state over other techniques for measuring atomic ' 

2 transition probabilities such as the hook method, the method of 

magneto-rotation, 3 the atomic beam method, 4 or the equivalent width 

method5 is that it is not necessary to know the vapor density of the 

species being studied. 

With this version of the phase shift technique, .the state being 

studied is optically excited with intensity modulated light for which 

the period of modulation is of the order of ten times the lifetime bei'ing 

studied. The phase shift behreen the_ exciting light and fluorescent 

light 6¢, is related to the lifetime, T, by the expression tan 6¢ = ~, 

where ro is the radial frequency of the e~citing light. 

THE APPARATUS 

Figure 1 shows the optical system drawn to scale with a 10 to l 

reduction along the optic axis. The ultrasonic grating is identical with 

1 that described by Brewer et al except that the lenses L2 and L
3 

are 

cemented directly to the walls of the tank J?.roviding 3 em apertures. The 

tank is filled with a 19% ethanol, 81% water mixture as mentioned.by 
.. 6 ' 

Demtroder to minimize temperature variation ~f the wave velocity. Light 

from the source was focusedon the aperture stop, ST, by L1 • Theaperture 

stop was 1.6 em in diameter. L4 then focused the image of the aperture 

stop into the center of the fluorescent eel~. Osram spectral lamps were 

used for light sources. Filter, F, was used to isolate the emission line 

of interest, 
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In order to maXimize the fluorescent to scattered light ratio 

(Irfis) it is necessary to avoid using exciting lines which are self

reversed. The Cs _and Rb_ resonance lines, emitted from Osram lamps run_ 

according to manufacturer's specifications, are appreciably self.:.reversed. 

'E"le Cs. and Rh lamps were modified by removal of the outer glass envelopes 
( 

and excited by microwaves at 2450 Me. usipg an ·.umbrella shaped exciter. 

The level of microwave power was adjusted to give maximum percent absorp-

tion when the light was passed through the fluorescent cell, heated to 

give a vapor density of about 10-5 torr of absorbing atoms. The Na and 

K lamps were run near rated power by a square wave generator, thus 

greatly reducing low frequency ripple in the outputs. 

The multiple slits G1 and G2 were located at the focal points of. 

12 and 1
3 

and were adjusted to minimize the light ~assing through the 

system when the ultrasonic grating was. turned off, Thus, light from the . . 

zeroth diffraction order was rejected. Modulation ratios (transmitted· 

light at 5.2 Me/total transmitted light) of 0.5 were easilyobtained. 

This arrangement with-the multiple slits and short focal length lenses 
.. 1 

gave a greatly increased optical speed _over that reported by Brewer et al. 

The glass plate, GP, was so located that the whole cross section of 

the light beam was sampled by the reference photomultiplier~ The modulated 

light output of the tank was maximized by adjusting the wave reflector. R. -:

RCA 7265 photomultipliers 'with a S 20 spectral response and 5 em 

photocathodes were used for Na, K, .. and Rb. In the case of Cs the 7265 
' 

tubes have too little respo'r;:~e at 8521 A to be useful; so RCA 7102 photo-

multipliers were used which' had S 4 spectrai response and 3.2 em photo-

cathodes. Cooling the 7102 tube with a stream of cold N2 gas, obtained 

.. · 
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'1-

by placing a heater in a Dewar of liquid N
2

: reduced the dark current by · 

a factor of 200 but the level was still high enough to make measurement 

of lifetimes at a fluorescent to scattered light.ratio of less than one 

impossible. For Rb, at 7800 A, the 7265 tube gave a much better signal 

to .d:ark current ratio then the 7102 tube. 

Figure 2 gives a block diagram of the electronics. The 5.206 Me· 

·signals are mixed with :5.205 Me signals to give signals at 1 kc whi~h 

contain the same phase information. The use of quartz crystal oscilla-

tors and feedback control produces .a 1 kc signal which is· stable to ± 1 

cps. This procedure greatly reduces stray capacitance problems and 

allows use of hig~ gain narrow bandpass amplification at 1 kc. Th~ phase 

null is attained when the two signals are 9q degrees out of phase. The 

clipping to square waves of the 1 kc signals prior to detection which 
.· 1'. 

was used by Brewer et al was eliminated to keep the operation of the 

.null detector as amplitude independent and reproducible as possibJ,e. 

Phase differences of 0.2 degrees (0.1 nsec at 5.2 Me) on clean 15 volt 

peak to peak signals could be detected. The calibrated phase shifters· . 

were carefully checked and any systematic errors they might have intro-

duced were le'ss than 1 percent of the lifetimes reported here. 

EXPERJNENTAL TECHNIQUES 

Na, K, Rb, and Cs were disti-lled into large pyrex cells.with five . 

.. Cm. windows. The .cells were sealed ·Off from the vacuum line at residual 

-4 gas pressures of about 5 x 10 torr. At no time was .there any indication 

that the residual gas pressures inside, the sealed cells .was causing any 
\ 
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lifetime reduction through quenching. Hulpke et al7 obtained a cross· 
-16 2 . . 2 . ' .. 

section of 37 x 10 em for quenching of the 3p . P state of Na by N2, 

which would imply that no quenching could be observed at pressures of 

_N2 less than .05 torr. 

The main body of each cell was wr~pped with a layer of asbestos 

paper, heating i>Jire, an?- an o":ter layer of asbestos. A finger extending 

below the main part' of the cell was maintained at a cooler temperature 

than the windows to prevent condensation of the vapor on the windows • 
... -8 ... 

Data were taken over a range in vapor pressures between about 10 and 

10-5 torr of the. fluorescing species. . It was hoped when this work was 

initiated that it -would be possible to control the vapor density of the 

metal merely by·fixing the bottom of the finger as the coolest part of 

the cell. However this proved to be impractical as the vapor_ densities 

were so low that the rate of mass transport was very slow. Also the 

alkali metals tend to adhere to pyrex and f'ur.ther slow the attainment of 

equilibrium. For example, it was observed with Rb that high densities . 

(lo-5 torr) would persist in the main part of the cell for many hours if 

the main part of the cell were heated to over 100°C with the finger 

placed in a Dewar of liquid N2• In practice the v~por density in the 

cell could be varied at will by controlling both finger and cell body 

temperatures, but no attempt was ... made to actually determine the vapor 

density from the cell temperatures. 

. Cells with cylindrical construction and cells with a curved Wood 1 s 

horn in place of the exit window were used. The cells . with Wood 1 s horn . ·, 

. exit windows8 showed no reduction in light scattering as compared to. 
·t~ 

, .. ··· ... 
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the cylindrical· cells. In either. 9ase the, observing photomultiplier 
,''·'' ,. 

was so positioned that no directly scattered light from either exit or 

entrance window could reach its face. 
'.·,,· 

EXPERDmNTAL PROCEDURE 

The light source and light modulator were left. on long enough ·., _. 

before actually tak.inc- data to insure that. the amplitude of modulated .: · 

light didn't drift more than 30% over the course of a run (two hours). 

This allowed the gain in the reference channel to be held constant 

throughout a single run. 

Data points were _obtained in the,f~llowing way: The fluorescent ~ 

cell was placed in front of the sample photomultiplier and the phbto-

multiplier voltage adjusted to give the standard 1 kc sample signal· 

(15 volts peak to peak) on the chart recorder. ~e sample photomultiplier 

_voltage, sample signal size, and reference signal size (on the chart 

recorder) were recorded. The phase. difference, 6¢f' between reference.· 
,· 

' and sample signals was measured. The fluorescent cell was then removed 

and an identical .cell containing a dilute MgO scattering sol·was put in. 
( . 

exactly the same position. The photomultiplier voltages and amplifier 

gain controls were held constant. · Neutral density filters were inserted 

in the filter holder .in front of the sample photomultiplier until the 

standard 1 kc signal size was obtained. Then the scattering sol to 

reference phase difference, !:::.¢ , was read. The difference in these two 
0 . 

phase readings, ~f - ~0, was then used to calculate the lifetime Tm. 

The gain of the sample photomultiplier as a function of voltage was 

I. ,•. I 

,·· '··· 
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calibrated and used with the sample~to-reference l kc signal ratios . 

to put the. sample· signals·, for each point of a single run, on. the same. 

relative amplitude scale. 

Tests showed that the measured sample channel to reference channel 

phase difference remained. constant to less than 0 .. 2 degrees (0.1 nsec) · 

while the sample signal size was varied between 20 and 10 volts peak to 

peak. This variation was achieved by keeping the photomultiplier voltage 

and amplifier gain controls fixed and varying, by means of neutral density 

filters, the amount of light striking the photocathode. This meant that 

the. variation of me~sured phase difference with photomultiplier current 

or with signal size, as mentioned by Muller et al, 9 .was .. not; a problem 

if the sample signal size was kept in the right range and the light flux 

striking the photocathode was adjusted to be the same for both sol and 

fluorescent phase readings.· The ident·i ty of the sol and fluorescent 

geometries eliminated errors due to variation in photocathode illumina

tion geometry and due to variation in the phase of the exciting light 

(-10 degrees) across the diameter of the spot focused in the center of 

the fluorescent cell. Variation of phase due to different electron 

transit times with different photomultiplier voltages was eliminated by 

reading sol and fluorescent phases at. a fixed multiplier voltage. The 

two phase difference readings required for each data point were always 

taken within less than two minutes of each oth~r to eliminate· any errors 

due to slow phase drifts in the electronics or in the temperature of the. 

modulator liquid. 
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.... 
THE SPEED OF LIGHT 

The s:peed of light.was measured by using a helium-neon laser for 

a light source. The .small. angular divergence in the lasar beam allowed 

use of a 66o,cm difference in o:ptical path corresponding to a :phase 

difference of about 41 degrees. Frosted glass :plates were :placed 
. 

directly in front of the :photomultipliers to diffuse the small s:pots of 

'laser light and thus to minimize variation in :photocathode illumination 

as the o:ptical :path was varied. Measured values for the s:peed of light 

were always within 1% of the accepted value. 

TREATMENT OF DATA 

Lifetime measurements were taken over a range of·fluorescent 

intensities starting with :pure scattered exciting light (when the va:por 

-8 ) ~ :pressure in the cell'was well below 10 ·torr to the :point where the 

measured lifetime'began to increase markedly due to radiation entrapm~nt. · 

T'r1e follo~,;ing eX?ression for the effect of scattered exciting light ca.n 
8 

be obtained from the relations given by Brewer .et al. · 

= ,if m 
( 

I 
1 

. s 
' ":·I +I·· .... f s 

.. I 
1 - s 

If+Is 

Sin li¢ . . . s 
Sin b:.¢ 

. m l 
Cos· .6¢ 

s 
Cos .6¢ • 

m 

(1) . 

•'. . 
. ' I ' 

.· . ~ . 

: ·.· 
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Where 'T is the true lifetime, 'Tm the measured lifetime, Is is the inten.sity 

of scattered light, If the intensity of fluorescent light, !:Y!Js is the dif

ference in phase between the scattered light and that of the whole exciting 

light beam, and 6¢ is the difference in phase between the exciting light 
. m 

beam and that of the sum of scattered and fluorescent signals. In general, 

. 6¢s will not be zero because the scat:tering process doesn't necessarily 

give a representative sampling to the whole exciting light beam, which has 

phase variations of about 10 degrees over~ its cross section. Variations 
i 

in 6¢ from -2.to +3 degrees were observed but careful focusing of the s 

optics usually reduced it to less than 1 degree. 

Figure 3 shows a representative. set of uncorrected 'T values for K m 

·plotted against 1 +.If The theoretical curve was o"btained from equation 
Is . I 

(1) with 6¢s = o,.,. = 27.8 nsec, and_! set equal to 0.06 when ,.m = 0. 
/ . I . ~ . . . . 

'T values near 1 + f ~ 35, where the effects of entrapment first become 
m r •' . .· . 

evident,. are about 3% larger than they "would be in the absence of entrapment. 

No attempt was made to correct for entrapment and·points in that region 

were not used to calculate the true lifetime. 

The range of (1 + Irfis) whi~h is free of entrapment is determined 

by the following considerations: the shape of. the exciting line (ratio of 

total light to light capable of exciting fluorescence), how much scattering -occurs in the cell due to dirt and imperfectio.ns on the windows, and the 
,, 

shap; of the absorption line (the greater the Doppler width.and the greater 

the number of separated hyperfine structure and isotope components the. 

· greater the range of (I/ Is + 1) before entrapment sets in). With a range 

free of entrapment of 35, the correction obtained from equation (1) is not 

more than 4 percent for points with values of (1 + I/Is) immediately 

below the entrapm.ent region. 

',l;, 
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It should be noted that the actual intensity of fluorescence, If, 

is.directly proportional to the density of fluorescing atoms _only when 

the amount of exciting light which is absorbed and therefore fluoresced 

' is directly proportional to the density of atoms. This will be true 
·I 

when the absorption from ar±)oppler profile exciting line can be 

described by the first (lirtear) term in the curve of growth analysis 

. . .· 10 ' .. - .. . . . . ' 
given by Kopfermann and Wessel. For .K, ·w~th.:an· f value··of 0.63 for ~d 

the 7669· 'A line, the fluorescent intensity should be linearly related: 

to the atom density (to an. accuracy of 5 percent) up to a potassium atom, 

pressure of 5 x 10-7 torr .. In Figure 3 this means that the range 

.··between 1: = 5· 6 nsec .and the beginning of entrapment; i.e., between m 

(1 + I./Is) = 1. 40 and (i + I./Is) = 35, represents a variat,ion of If; 

.and therefore the density of K atoms, over a factor of 85. Data for 

the other elements was obtained over similar ranges. 

"' 
RESULTS 

The lifetime of a state m is related to the various depopulating 

transitions by the relation 
1 

't"· = --=:--::---··m L: A 
n mn 

where the sum over n covers all states which are lower than state m 

in energy. The f value for absorption from state n to state m, f , , . . . . nm 

is related to the transition probability for spontaneous emission A ··. · mn 

by the following relation: 

'f = 
nm (3) 

I,<' 

' ' 

~ .. 

: .:·. ·:, 

\· .... 
·,. 

i 
! 

! '·· 



Na 

K 

Rb 

Cs 

: "'~.: 

Table I 

Experimental Lifetimes 

. . Other Values 
T x 109 sec 1 T x 109 sec -r x 109sec 

'· .,_ 

·\ 

2 2 . f/ . f 2 
P3L2 ~1/2 __ ·_. 1 2-3/2 __ 112-1/2 __ ---~3/~ 

16.1 ±. ·3 . 16.1 ± ·3 

27.8 ± ·5 27.8 ± -5 

27.0 ± ·5 28.1± ·5 

30-5 ± .6 34.0 ± .6 

( 

.650 .325 

.639 -318 

.675 ·335 

·732 . ·362 

16.1 ± .6 
15-9 ± .4 
13.6 ± ·5 

27.1 ± ·9 
25-5 .± .. 8 

27.8 ± ·9 
22.7 ± ·3 

33.8 ±3.4 

28.0 ± ·3 

Author 

11 Stephenson 
Hulpke et al7 
Ostrovskii and .. 

Penkinl2 

Stephenson11 

Ostrovskii and 
Penkinl3 

11 Stephenson 
Gal 'dbergl4 · 

Minkowski and 
MUhlenbruchl5 

Kvater & Meisterl6 

I 
I-' 
I-' 
I 
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where ~ and gn are the statistical weights of the upper and lower states 

respectively, A is the wavelength of the·transition, c is the speed of 

lignt; and r, the classical radius of the electron is 2.82 x·l0-l3 em. 
··,' ·.· 0 
;)' .... · ..... : ... 

For ·trr~ ,resonance transitions in the alkali metals the depopulating 

transition is unique so ~ can be calculated from f directly. nm 

For sodium and potassium, the two D-lines were not resolved when 

measuring the lifetime. For sodium the relative f values for the two 
~ 2 . 

lines reported by Kvater indicate that the lifetimes of the 3 P1; 2 
2 . . 

and 3 . P
3
; 2 states are ~he same to the accuracy ?f this experiment. Fo~ 

potassium· the hook method results o'f Rozhdestvenskii quoted by Ostrovskii 

and Penkin, 13 f 766cjf
7699 

= 1.976, again imply that the lifetimes of the 

two upper states are equal to within 1%. 

· The hook method determines Nf for a given transition, where N is 

the number density of atoms in the lower state. For two transitions 

arising from a common lower state, as in the, .. alkali. metals, the ratio 

of f values can be determined without knowing either the vapor density 

or the temperature of the absorbing gas column, which are the major 

sources of systematic error. For these reasons relative f values · 

obtained by the hook :inetho.d were used in the cases of Rb
14 a~d Cs16 \;o · 

3 . 
compute the lifetime for the unmeasured P1;2 state from the measured 

lifetime .of the 3P
3
; 2 state. 

The last two columns in Table I give the results'obtained by .other 

investigators. Stephenson11 used a modification ?f the magneto-

rotation method which does not require precise knowledge of the vapor 

density. Hulpke.et a17 used a phase shift technique quite similar 

. I. 

:~ .. 

' '·"' 

' .l 
. I 

1 
I. 
,! 

I 
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to the one employed in this .work. Ostrovskii and Penkin12' 13 used a 

combination of the hook method with measurement of total absorption. 

Gol' dberg14 and Kvater and. Meister16 employed just the hook method and. 

so their results require use of vapor pressure data to obtain absolute 

f values. Minkowski and MUhlenbruch15 use~ magneto-rotation in the 

usual way and thus required vapor pressure data. In cases where the 

papers cited do not directly report lifetimes, equations (2). and (3} were· 

used to convert reported f values to lifetimes. 

Both Kvater and Meister16 and Minkowski and MUhlenbruch15 measured 

the product Nf as a function of temperature for the cesium resonance 

transitions. Howe.ver, they used somewhat different vapor pressure 

curves to calculate absolute f values. To make a meaningful comparison 

be~ween their results, the thermodynamic data on ce~ium given by Hultgren 

et a117 was used to calculate vapor densities·as a function of tempera

ture. These densities were then used to recalculate absolute f values· 

from the Nf values reported by the two sets of authors. After this 

adjustment, the absolute f values of Minkowski and MUhlenbruch were still 

18% less than those of Kvater and Meister, well beyond the reported 

probable errors; The recalculated absolute f values were not signifi-

cantly different from those originally reported. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1.· Opt.;tcal system, top view, drawn approximately to scale with 

10 to 1 . reduction along optic8.1 a.Xis. S, light source; L
1

, . 

Figure 2. 

Figure 3· 

. t 2, L
3
,.andL4, lenses,·focal·leng~.hs 5, 14.5, :)..4.5, 20 em 

respectively; G1 and G2 ;, Ill;ultiple. slits 0;81 mm wide, spaced 

by o. 96 mm.; GP, glass p'late; R, reflect.or; C, quartz crystal; 

F, light filter; FH, filter holdei.'; ST, aperture stop .. 

Black diagram of electronic system. 

Experimental ~ values for the 4p 2P state of K. m 

} 

·.:. 

i 
. ' 

.. ~. 
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report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed iri this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor

mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 

of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 






